Thermal stencil sheet assembly with stencil sheet temporarily detachable from frame.
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Description

Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to the art of stencil printing, and, more particularly, a thermal stencil sheet assembly for use as a stencil plate for conducting the stencil printing by employing a thermal stencil sheet adapted to be thermally perforated.

Description of the Prior Art

In the art of thermal stencil printing of perforating a very thin thermo-plastic film to have a set of fine holes which provide a desired image as a whole and extruding ink through the holes, when a relatively less fluidal ink such as an emulsion ink having the "minute value" by spread meter less than "32" is used as proposed in Japanese Patent Publication 54-23601, a relatively thick layer of ink may be provided on a perforated thermal stencil sheet with an ink impermeable sheet being attached thereon, and a large number of prints are obtained by such an assembly of the thermal stencil sheet, the ink layer and the ink impermeable sheet being placed on each printing paper and a printing pressure being applied on the ink impermeable sheet with no supplement of ink between each two successive printings.

As a means suitable for practicing such a stencil printing method a thermal stencil sheet assembly comprising an annular frame made of a cardboard, a thermal stencil sheet laid over a first face of said frame and fixed thereto along an entire peripheral portion thereof, and an ink impermeable sheet laid over a second face opposite to said first face of said frame and fixed thereto at a part of an entire peripheral portion thereof has been proposed in Japanese Utility Model Publication 51-132007, and as a means suitable for conducting the stencil printing by employing such a thermal stencil sheet assembly a stencil printing device has been proposed in Japanese Utility Model Publication 57-15814 and is widely used in recent years under a trademark "Printgocco" to print Christmas and new year cards or the like.

It is also known to use a stencil sheet assembly having an annular frame made of a cardboard and a thermal stencil sheet laid over a first face of said frame and fixed thereto along an entire peripheral portion thereof with no ink impermeable sheet to be laid over a second face opposite to said first face of said frame in such a manner that such an assembly is mounted to a stamp having an ink pad impregnated with ink so that the ink pad is applied to the stencil sheet through an opening of the annular frame and the stencil printing is performed in a stamping manner.

Traditionally, the perforation of a thermal stencil sheet has been done in such a manner that the thermal stencil sheet is placed on an original bearing an image formed of an ink or the like which is rich in an infrared rays absorbing material such as carbon or the like and is capable of generating heat by absorption of infrared rays so that its thermo-plastic film is brought into contact with the image bearing surface of the original and light beams rich in infrared rays are irradiated onto the original through the thermo-plastic film, thus the thermo-plastic film being molten by the heat generated at the image portions. However, in accordance with the developments of the word processors, particularly Japanese word processors, in recent years multi-points matrix typing heads for typing characters in the form of a set of fine points have been developed and come to be widely used, and in accordance therewith it has now become possible to directly perforate a thermal stencil sheet by a thermal multi-points matrix typing head, as proposed in Japanese Patent Laying-open Publication 54-33117.

When a thermal stencil sheet comprising a thermo-plastic film and a multi-perforation supporting sheet as Japanese paper or the like pasted together is directly perforated by such a thermal multi-points matrix typing head, it is desired that the typing head is brought into contact with the thermal stencil sheet from the side of its thermo-plastic film, while on the other hand, in printing, it is desired that the perforated stencil sheet is brought into contact with printing paper also on the side of its thermo-plastic film in order to obtain clear printing results. Therefore, it is desired that the configuration of characters or the like to be formed by the thermal multi-points matrix typing head in directly perforating the thermal stencil sheet is reversed relative to that to be printed in a mirror image relation. In view of this it has been proposed in Japanese Patent Laying-open Publication 60-13664 that in a typewriter employing a thermal multi-points matrix typing head the direction of shifting a carriage supporting the typing head is reversed when the perforation typing is performed for a thermal stencil sheet in contrast to a normal typing on a paper sheet.

It is however relatively difficult to mount a relatively thin and soft thermal stencil sheet around the platen normally used in a typewriter or a word processor for directly perforating it in such a typing device now equipped with the thermal multi-points matrix typing head. A conventional method generally adopted to meet with such a difficulty was to lay a thermal stencil sheet on a normal paper with some appropriate binding of the two sheets by
paste or the like at several peripheral portions, if necessary, so that the thermal stencil sheet is mounted around the platen of the typewriter or the like under a reinforcement available by the normal paper. In this respect it has been proposed in Japanese Patent Laying-open Publication 63-56450 to provisionally lay a thermal stencil sheet and a paper one over the other as pasted together along its peripheral portion, while the reinforcing paper is provisionally formed with sewing machine carts along its peripheral edge so that the reinforcing paper can be readily removed along the sewing machine carts so as to leave an annular frame portion as bound with the thermal stencil sheet after the typing perforation has been finished. In this publication it has been further proposed that the thermal stencil sheet thus prepared to have perforations and to have an annular frame made of the paper for reinforcement is pasted to a first face of an annular frame made of a cardboard which is provided with an ink impermeable sheet on a second face opposite to said first face thereof so that there is thus obtained a thermal stencil sheet assembly such as proposed in the above-mentioned Japanese Utility Model Laying-open Publication 51-132007.

Since the thermal stencil sheet is relatively thin and soft, it is desirable that the thermal stencil sheet is combined with a reinforcing paper sheet which lies over the entire surface thereof and is pasted together along its entire peripheral portion as proposed in the above-mentioned Japanese Patent Laying-open Publication 63-56450 for the convenience of the thermal stencil sheet being mounted to or dismounted from a typewriter or a word processor for the thermal typing perforation and for the convenience of mounting the perforated thermal stencil sheet to the printing device. However, in this case it is necessary that the central portion of the reinforcing paper must be removed from the combination of the thermal stencil sheet and the reinforcing paper after the thermal typing perforation has been finished before it is mounted to the printing device.

In view of such inconvenience, as a result of experimental researches the inventors of the present application have confirmed that when a sheet material which is thin but relatively elastic is employed for an annular reinforcing frame attached along the peripheral portion of a thermal stencil sheet, such an originally annular thin reinforcing frame is sufficiently effective for improving the convenience of handling the thermal stencil sheet for mounting it to or dismounting it from a typewriter or a word processor and further for mounting it to a printing device. However, since such a thin annular frame does not substantially increase the thickness and the rigidity of a piece of thermal stencil sheet, manufacturing, packing in and out and general transportation handling of such a thin frame reinforced thermal stencil sheet are still not very convenient.

**Summary of the Invention**

It is therefore the object of the present invention to provide a thermal stencil sheet assembly which needs no such a work of removing a part of the reinforcing material for the thermal stencil sheet in the process of preparing a perforated stencil sheet by directly perforating a thermal stencil sheet in a typing device equipped with a thermal typing head so that it is used in its original form having a reinforcement sufficient for easy handling thereof for mounting in a typing device, removing from the typing device and further mounting in a printing device, and even for handling thereof in manufacture, packing in and taking out of cartons, and still further for mounting thereof in the stencil device proposed in the above-mentioned Japanese Utility Model Application 51-114253 or the above-mentioned stamp type printing device having an ink pad, as it is available in the form of a thermal stencil sheet assembly as proposed in the above-mentioned Japanese Utility Model Application 50-51306.

According to the present invention, the above-mentioned is accomplished by a thermal stencil sheet assembly comprising an annular frame made of a cardboard, and a thermal stencil sheet laid over a first face of said frame and fixed thereto along an entire peripheral portion thereof, wherein said frame comprises a first and a second frame element, said thermal stencil sheet is fixed to a first face of said first frame element, and said first frame element and said second frame element are detachably and reattachably bound together by a detachable-reatachable adhesion between a layer of a sticky binding material provided on a first face of said second frame element and a slippery surface provided on a second face of said first frame element opposite to said first face thereof.

In the above-mentioned thermal stencil sheet assembly said thermal stencil sheet may comprise a thermo-plastic film and a multi-perforation sheet pasted together, and said thermal stencil sheet may be fixed to said first face of said first frame element on the side of said thermo-plastic film.

Alternatively, in the above-mentioned thermal stencil sheet assembly said thermal stencil sheet may comprise a thermo plastic film and a multi-perforation sheet pasted together, and said thermal stencil sheet may be fixed to said first face of said first frame element on the side of said multi-perforation sheet.
Further, in the above-mentioned thermal stencil sheet assembly an ink pressing sheet made of an ink impermeable sheet may be laid over a second face of said second frame element opposite to said first face thereof and fixed thereto at a part of an entire peripheral portion thereof.

According to the above-mentioned construction of the thermal stencil sheet assembly the reinforcing element for improving the condition of thermal stencil sheet mounting thereof into and dismounting thereof from a typing device and in mounting thereof to a printing device is provided originally in the form of an annular frame element as said first frame element, and still further such an originally annular frame element is originally provided in a condition integrally combined with said second annular frame element made of a cardboard for providing an annular frame for expanding the thermal stencil sheet and holding an ink layer in the process of printing so as to be substantially in the same construction as the conventional thermal stencil sheet assembly used for the thermal stencil printing depending upon the heat conduction from black images.

In the manufacture of the thermal stencil sheet assembly according to the present invention a sheet material for constructing said first frame element and a sheet material for constructing said second frame element may be prepared in a condition bound together by the detachable-reatachable adhesion between said layer of a sticky binding material and said slippery surface so that as if a unitary cardboard sheet were handled to manufacture the annular frame for the conventional thermal stencil sheet assembly. Further, since the thermal stencil sheet assembly according to the present invention maintains the condition that the thermal stencil sheet is expanded by a rigid frame made of said first and second frame elements bound together until said first frame element is separated from said second frame element by said slippery surface being detached from said layer of the sticky binding material, the thin and soft thermal stencil sheet can be handled with no inconvenience.

It is already well known and widely used to provide a layer of a sticky binding material beforehand on a surface of an article which is to be attached to another body at said surface and to cover the layer of the sticky binding material with a cover sheet having a slippery surface so that the cover sheet is detached from the layer of the sticky binding material to expose said layer to operate as a binding agent just before the article is attached to another body. The adhesion between such a layer of a sticky binding material and the slippery surface is, in spite of the fact that it is very easily detachable, provides a relatively high binding strength in the attached condition, and further even after the lapse of a substantial time from the detachment of the slippery surface from the layer of the sticky binding material a substantial sticky re-binding of the slippery surface to the layer of the sticky binding material is available when the slippery surface is again pressed onto the layer of the sticky binding material. A well known sticky binding material for such a purpose is acrylic binder. The slippery surface to detachably meet with such a sticky binding material and a slippery surface can be effectively utilized when it is applied to the connection between said first frame element fixed to the peripheral portion of the thermal stencil sheet and said second frame element made of a cardboard and having a rigid structure so that the two frame elements are originally bound together and they are readily separated from one another and again they are readily reassembled. Further, since the sticky binding material never transfers to the slippery surface when it is detached from the layer of the sticky binding material, there occurs no such problem that said first frame element adheres to the platen of a typing device when the thermal stencil sheet accompanying said first frame element is mounted around the platen. Still further, when the perforated thermal stencil sheet is reassembled with said second frame for the subsequent printing process by said first frame element fixed to the thermal stencil sheet being reattached at its slippery surface to the layer of the sticky binding material, if the reassembling process started from an edge portion thereof is found to have been not in a good alignment near an end opposite to the starting end because of a poor skill in such handling, the reassembling process of the thermal stencil sheet and said second frame element may be retried any times, in contrast to the case when such an assembly is made by employing an ordinary binding agent which allows only one time attachment process.

Thus, according to the present invention, a thermal stencil sheet assembly is obtained in such a manner that it accomplishes a first object of improving the convenience of handling a thin thermal stencil sheet for perforation in a typing device such as a word processor, a second object of making it possible to manufacture the thermal stencil sheet assembly so as to have a highly rigid reinforcing frame as originally combined thereto, and a third object of allowing a trial and error assemblage of the perforated stencil sheet and the reinforcing frame.
Brief Description of the Drawings

In the accompanying drawings, Fig. 1 is a somewhat diagrammatically perspective view of an embodiment of the thermal stencil sheet assembly according to the present invention in which the dimension of the thickness is exaggerated as compared with the plan dimension for the purpose of illustration;

Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the thermal stencil sheet assembly shown in Fig. 1 showing the respective construction elements in a disassembled condition also with exaggeration of the thickness as compared with the plan dimension for the purpose of illustration;

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the thermal stencil sheet assembly shown in Figs. 1 and 2 in a condition of temporal disassemblage for the perforation of the thermal stencil sheet;

Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing a manner of reassembly of the thermal stencil sheet assembly after the perforation according to one embodiment; and

Fig. 5 is a plan view of an example of a semi-product in a process of manufacturing the thermal stencil sheet assembly shown in Figs. 1-3.

Description of the Preferred Embodiments

In the following the present invention will be described in more detail with respect to some preferred embodiments thereof with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, 1 designates a thermal stencil sheet which is made of a thermoplastic film of a copolymer of polyvinylidene chloride and vinyl chloride, polyethylene terephthalate, polypropylene, etc. and applied with an expanding pretreatment and an ink permeable multi-perforation sheet such as Japanese paper, both being pasted together. In Figs. 1 and 2, according to a first embodiment the thermo-plastic film forms a lower layer 1a and the multi-perforation sheet forms an upper layer 1b, while in a second embodiment the multi-perforation sheet forms the lower layer 1a and the thermo-plastic film forms the upper layer 1b.

2 and 3 designate a first and a second annular frame element of a same plan contour with one another, wherein said first frame element is made of a relatively thin sheet such as an ordinary paper and said second frame element is made of a relatively thick sheet such as a cardboard.

The thermal stencil sheet 1 is fixed along its entire peripheral portion to a first face 2a of the first frame element 2 by an adhesive. An ink pressing sheet 4 made of an ink impermeable sheet such as a vinyl chloride film is attached to a second face 3a of the second frame element 3 as fixed at a part 4n of its peripheral portion by an adhesive.

A first face 3b opposite to said second face 3a of the second frame element 3 is provided with an annular layer 5 of a sticky binding material such as an acrylic sticky binder which itself is commercially available along its entire periphery. As opposed thereto a second face 2b opposite to the first face 2a of the first frame element 2 is formed to present a slippery surface which is attachable to and detachable from the layer 5 of the sticky binding material. The thermal stencil sheet assembly of the above-mentioned structure is shown in Fig. 3 in a condition that it is disassembled to a combination of the first frame element 2 and the thermal stencil sheet 1 on the one hand and a combination of the second frame element 3 and the ink pressing sheet 4 on the other hand. The layer 5 of the sticky binding material is firmly held on the face 3b of the second frame element 3 so that when the slippery face 2b of the first frame element 2 has been detached from the layer 5 of the sticky binding material, the sticky binding material of the layer 5 is completely retained on the second frame element 3 while the slippery face 2b of the first frame element 2 is completely free of any sticky binding material.

Thus the thermal stencil sheet 1 is available as reinforced at its peripheral portion as supported by the first frame element 2 so as to be easily mounted to a typing device such as a typewriter or a word processor together with the first frame element 1 to receive direct perforation by a thermal typing head. According to the first embodiment wherein the lower layer 1a as viewed in Fig. 2 is a thermo-plastic film and the upper layer 1b is a multi-perforation sheet, after the perforation of the thermal stencil sheet 1 it is turned over relative to the second frame element 3 as shown in Fig. 4 so that the thermo-plastic film faces upward in the figure in the thermal stencil sheet 1 away from the second frame element 3 and the combination of the thermal stencil sheet 1 and the first frame element 2 is bound with the combination of the second frame element 3 and the ink pressing sheet 4 by the multi-perforation sheet being pressed against the layer 5 of the sticky binding material. In this case, since the binding between the layer of the sticky binding material and the multi-perforation sheet such as Japanese paper is generally not readily detachable when once firmly compressed, the assemblage of the combination of the thermal stencil sheet 1 and the first frame element 2 and the combination of the second frame element 3 and the ink pressing sheet 4 should be carefully done so that no misalignment between the two combinations is noted only after the binding between the two combinations has come to finally
binding.

On the other hand, according to the second embodiment in which the lower layer 1a as viewed in Fig. 2 is the multi-perforation sheet such as Japanese paper and the upper layer 1b is a thermo-plastic film, the combination of the thermal stencil sheet 1 and the first frame element 2 is, after the perforation of the thermal stencil sheet 1, again assembled to the combination of the second frame element 3 and the ink pressing sheet 4 in the same manner as originally provided with the slippery face 2b of the first frame element 2 being in contact with the layer 5 of the sticky binding agent. In this case, since the binding between the slippery face 2b and the layer 5 of the sticky binding agent is readily detachable and reattachable, the assemblage of the two combinations may be done in a trial and error manner in several times of repetition until a desired alignment between the two combinations is finally obtained.

Fig. 5 is a plan view showing a sheet material in the process of manufacture of the thermal stencil sheet assembly shown in Figs. 1-3. In Fig. 5 the sheet material 6 has a structure that a relatively thick sheet material such as a cardboard to form the second frame element 3 is provided with the layer 5 of a sticky binding material on a surface thereof and a relatively thin sheet material having a slippery surface to form the first frame element 2 is placed on the layer 5 of the sticky binding material with its periphery surface being in contact with the layer 5 of the sticky binding material, such a multi-layered sheet material having been formed into a lattice structure having longitudinal and lateral strip portions by windows 1w being punched out therefrom. By the sheet materials to form the first and second frame elements being bound together by the detachable-reattachable adhesion between the layer of a sticky binding material and the slippery surface prior to the punching out of the individual frame portions, in the lattice structure after the punching out of the windows the relatively thin sheet material to form the first frame element 2 is maintained in a stable condition as supported on the lattice structure of the relatively thick sheet material to form the second frame element 3. After the windows 1w have been punched out, the longitudinal and lateral strip portions in the lattice configuration of the sheet material to form the first frame element 2 are applied with paste and a thermal stencil sheet is placed thereon in a condition expanded in longitudinal and lateral directions to a certain required degree. In this manner the relatively thin sheet material in the form of the lattice with the windows 1w being already punched off to form the first frame element 2 can stably support the thermal stencil sheet in an expanded condition.

After the thermal stencil sheet has been fixed to the lattice supporting structure as shown in Fig. 5, the overall sheet material is cut along the chain lines shown in Fig. 5 in longitudinal and lateral directions. Then immediately the stencil sheet assemblies shown in Figs. 1-3 except the ink pressing sheets 4 are obtained. The ink pressing sheet 4 may be attached after each stencil sheet assembly was cut out as described above. Alternatively, at the same time or before or after the thermal stencil sheet is attached to the lattice frame body as described above an ink impermeable sheet may be totally attached to another face of the lattice frame body opposite to the face to which the thermal stencil sheet is attached with supply of paste at necessary portions on the lattice frame body so that the thermal stencil sheet assemblies each having the thermal stencil sheet on one face and the ink pressing sheet on the other face are immediately obtained when the thus prepared overall sheet body is cut longitudinally and laterally along the chain lines shown in Fig. 5.

Thus it will be understood that according to the present invention there is obtained such a thermal stencil sheet assembly that can be handled as a unitary body similar to the conventional thermal stencil sheet assembly of this type all through the processes of manufacture, packing in the cartons and transportation to the users and is easily separable to two frame bodies when the thermal stencil sheet is perforated in a typing device such as a typewriter or a word processor equipped with a thermal typing head and then after the perforation is easily reassembled to the thermal stencil sheet assembly suitable for the printing process by the convenient stencil printing device as proposed in the above-mentioned Japanese Utility Model Publication 57-15814, with a further convenience that the reassemblage can be more easily performed to allow repetitive trials until a desired alignment between the two frame members is obtained when they are reassembled with the slippery face of the first frame element being attached to the layer of the sticky binding material as in the above-mentioned second embodiment.

A thermal stencil sheet assembly of the type having an annular frame made of a cardboard and a thermal stencil sheet attached to one face of the frame as fixed thereto along an entire peripheral portion thereof with or without an ink pressing sheet made of an ink impermeable sheet attached to another face of the frame, wherein the frame is assembled of a first frame element made of a relatively thin sheet material and a second frame element made of a cardboard, the two frame elements being detachably and reattachably bound together by a slippery surface provided on the first frame element being attached to a layer of a sticky
binding material provided on the second frame element.

Claims

1. A thermal stencil sheet assembly comprising an annular frame made of a cardboard, and a thermal stencil sheet laid over a first face of said frame and fixed thereto along an entire peripheral portion thereof, wherein said frame comprises a first and a second frame element, said thermal stencil sheet is fixed to a first face of said first frame element, and said first frame element and said second frame element are detachably and reattachably bound together by a detachable-reattachable adhesion between a layer of a sticky binding material provided on a first face of said second frame element and a slippery surface provided on a second face of said first frame element opposite to said first face thereof.

2. A thermal stencil sheet assembly according to claim 1, wherein said thermal stencil sheet comprises a thermo-plastic film and a multi-perforation sheet pasted together, and said thermal stencil sheet is fixed to said first face of said first frame element on the side of said thermoplastic film.

3. A thermal stencil sheet assembly according to claim 1, wherein said thermal stencil sheet comprises a thermo plastic film and a multi-perforation sheet pasted together, and said thermal stencil sheet is fixed to said first face of said first frame element on the side of said multi-perforation sheet.

4. A thermal stencil sheet assembly according to claim 1, wherein an ink pressing sheet made of an ink impermeable sheet is laid over a second face of said second frame element opposite to said first face thereof and fixed thereto at a part of an entire peripheral portion thereof.

Patentansprüche

1. Thermomatrizenanordnung mit einem ringför

migen Rahmen aus Pappe und einem Thermомatrizenblatt, das auf eine erste Seite des Rahmens gelegt und mit diesem entlang eines gesamten Randbereiches von diesem verbunden ist, wobei der Rahmen ein erstes und ein zweites Rahmenelement umfaßt, das Thermомatrizenblatt mit einer ersten Seite des ersten Rahmenelements verbunden ist, und das erste Rahmenelement mit dem zweiten Rahmenele-

2. Thermomatrizenanordnung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Thermomatrizenblatt eine thermoplastische Folie und ein vielfach perforiertes Blatt aufweist, die miteinander verklebt sind, und das Thermomatrizenblatt mit der ersten Seite des ersten Rahmenelements über die Seite der thermoplastischen Folie verbunden ist.

3. Thermomatrizenanordnung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Thermomatrizenblatt eine thermoplastische Folie und ein vielfach perforiertes Blatt aufweist, die miteinander verklebt sind, und das Thermomatrizenblatt mit der ersten Seite des ersten Rahmenelements über die Seite des vielfach perforierten Blattes verbunden ist.

4. Thermomatrizenanordnung nach Anspruch 1, wobei ein aus einem tintenundurchlässigen Blatt gefertigtes Tintendruckblatt über eine zweite, der ersten gegenüberliegenden Seite des zweiten Rahmenelements gelegt und mit dieser entlang eines gesamten Randbereiches von dieser verbunden ist.

Revendications

1. Assemblage pour feuille de stencil thermique comprenant un cadre annulaire fabriqué en carton, et une feuille de stencil thermique placée sur une première face de ce cadre et qui y est fixée le long de toute la portion périphérique de celui-ci, ce cadre comportant un premier et un second élément de cadre, cette feuille de stencil thermique étant fixée sur une première face de ce premier élément de cadre et ce premier élément de cadre et ce second élément de cadre étant liés de façon détachable et réattachable par une adhésion détachable et réattachable entre une couche d’un matériau de liaison adhésif disposé sur une première face du second élément de cadre et une surface de glissement disposée sur une seconde face du premier élément de cadre à l’opposé de la première face de ce dernier.

2. Assemblage pour feuille de stencil thermique selon la revendication 1, cette feuille de stencil
thermique comprenant un film thermoplastique 
et une feuille à perforation multiple collées l'un 
l'autre, et cette feuille de stencil thermique 
étant fixée à la première face de ce premier élément de cadre du côté de ce film thermoplas-
rique.

3. Assemblage pour feuille de stencil thermique 

   selon la revendication 1, cette feuille de stencil 

   thermique comprenant un fil thermoplastique 

   et une feuille à perforation multiple collées l'un 

   l'autre, et cette feuille de stencil thermique 

   étant fixée à cette première face de ce premier élément de cadre du côté de la feuille à perfor-

   ration multiples.

4. Assemblage pour feuille de stencil thermique 

   selon la revendication 1, une feuille d'encrage 

   par pression étant constituée d'une feuille 

   d'encrage imperméable déposée sur une se-

   conde face de ce second élément de cadre à 

   l'opposé de la première face de ce dernier et 

   qui y est fixée sur une partie de la portion périphérique.